The connecting segment between both epidermal growth factor-like domains in blood coagulation factor IX contributes to stimulation by factor VIIIa and its isolated A2 domain.
The light chain of activated factor IX comprises multiple interactions between both epidermal growth factor-like domains that contribute to enzymatic activity and binding of factor IXa to its cofactor factor VIIIa. To investigate the association between factor IXa-specific properties and surface-exposed structure elements, chimeras were constructed in which the interconnection between the modules Leu(84)-Thr(87) and the factor IX-specific loop Asn(89)-Lys(91) were exchanged for corresponding regions of factor X and factor VII. In absence of factor VIIIa, all chimeras displayed normal enzymatic activity. In the presence of factor VIIIa, replacement of loop Asn(89)-Lys(91) resulted in a minor reduction in factor IXa activity. However, chimeras with substitutions or insertions in the spacer between the epidermal growth factor-like domains showed a major defect in response to factor VIIIa. Of these chimeras, some displayed a normal response to isolated factor VIII A2 domain as a cofactor in factor X activation. Surprisingly, chimeras containing elongated inter-domain spacers from factor X or VII displayed reduced response to both complete factor VIIIa and the isolated A2 domain. Moreover, these chimeras still displayed effective association with immobilized A2 domain as assessed by surface plasmon resonance. We conclude that both sequence and length of the junction Leu(84)-Thr(87) between both epidermal growth factor-like domains contribute to the enhancement of factor IXa enzymatic activity that occurs upon assembly with factor VIIIa.